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ABSTRACT : As a large number of research centers, educational, institutes are opened day by day, the research 

project  selection has became an important tasks for different government and private research funding agencies. As a 

large number of research papers are received, next step is to group them according to their similarities in the research 

disciplines. By implementing the text mining approach, classification of project proposals can be done automatically. 

And ranking of proposals can be done based on the value of feature vector which gives the effective proposals in sorted 

fashion. The outcome will conclude us the effective way of selecting the best research proposals among them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

In computer science, ontology can be said as set of concepts that is knowledge within domain and relation between 

the pairs of concepts. Ontology is used in various domains as a form of knowledge representation about the world. In 

this project, ontology is a model for describing the world that gives the mapping between the properties and 

relationship types which gives the close relationship between the ontology and real world. 

Research project selection is an important task in government as well as private funding agencies. It is a challenge 

for multi process task that begins with a call for proposals by the funding agencies. Earlier it was a manual method for 

classifying but this method has extended from manual to automatically to be done based on feature vector value. After 

submission of the proposals, need to apply preprocessing step like data cleaning to remove all the stop words from 

proposals. 

The web technology has defined many stop words. By applying the preprocessing step like data cleaning, can 

remove all the stop words from all the submitted proposals. Obtained clean data words can be considered as tokens, 

assigned with unique id to each tokens. Later calculate the number of times the token has been repeated, which gives 

the frequency of tokens. Now apply the frequency tokenized algorithm for calculating the inverse documents frequency 

text which gives number of documents or proposals. By multiplying the frequency of text to the obtained, idft value, 

will get the feature vector value. Finally the proposal, whose feature vector value is highest that will appear at the top of 

browser and then in descending order based on is value. Following figure 1 shows the system architecture of this paper. 
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Fig 1: System Architecture 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Ontology patterns were introduced by Blomqvist and Sandkuhl in 2005. Later the same year, Gangemi (2005) 

presented his work on ontology design patterns. Rainer Malik et al., (2006). have used a combination of algorithms of 

text mining to extract the keywords relevant for their study from various databases. 

The selection of research proposals in existing system is done manually. Here proposals needs to submit to funding 

agency and according to name and keywords used in proposals are classified into groups. These all things has done by 

manually means by human beings. 

But this is not suitable for large data because it might make misplacements of proposals to wrong groups due to 

manual process. Misplacement of proposals can be happen for following reasons. First, keywords might give an 

incomplete meaning about whole proposals. Second, keywords which are provided by applicants may have 

misconception and also we can say keywords will give only partial representation of proposals. Third, manual grouping 

which is done by area expert. 

III. BACKGROUND 

This project uses the concept of ontology based text mining approach such as classification and clustering 

algorithms. The proposed system builds the research ontology and applies the decision tree algorithm to classify the 

data into the disciplines using created ontology and then the resultant of classification is helps to make clusters of 

similar data.  

 

A. Ontology  

Ontology has several technical advantages like flexibility and easily accommodates heterogeneous data. Nowadays, 

ontology has become a prominent in the research field especially in computer science. Ontology is knowledge 

repository which defines the terms and concepts. And also represent the relationship between various concepts. It’s a 

tree like structure defined by author Gangemi A, 2005. Ontology in this paper is created by submitting proposals which 

containing the keywords, which are the representation of overall project. Creating a list of keywords from specific area 

itself is an area of ontology. By creating this it will be easy to classify the proposals into their respective area by 

checking number of times words have been appeared in paper.  

 

B. Classification 

Based on the data, input text data can be classified into number of classes in classification. Various text mining 

techniques are used for classification of text data such as Support Vector, Machine, Bayesian, Decision Tree, Neural 

Network, Latent Semantic Analysis, Genetic algorithm, etc. 

 

C. Clustering 

Number of similar objects collected and grouped together is called a cluster. Following are few of the definitions of the 

cluster. 

 

1. A cluster is a set of entities which are like and entities from different clusters are not alike. 

Data cleaning 

Tokenization Frequency 
computation 

Proposal 

submitted 

Idft computation Feature vector 
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2. A cluster is an aggregation of points in the test space such that distance between any two points in the cluster is 

less than the distance between any point in cluster. 

3. Clusters are connected regions of multi dimensional space containing high density of points separated by low 

density of points. 

4. Clustering means grouping of similar types of objects into one cluster 

Clustering is a technique used to make group of documents having similar features. Documents within cluster have 

similar objects and dissimilar objects as compared to any other cluster. Clustering algorithms creates a vector of topics 

for document and measures the weights of how well the documents file into each cluster. 

  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed system is based on the ontology based text mining. It includes four phases. Ontology based text mining 

cluster the research proposals according to their domain. Unstructured text is processed and extracted interesting 

information and knowledge by applying text mining. 

 

1. Construction of ontology: The project which is funded in last five years are used to construct the ontology 

according to keywords and it gets updated annually. Research ontology expressed the topics of different 

disciplines more clearly to understand. 

 

2. Classification of new proposal: According to the keyword of paper which is match with started keywords of 

specific research domain, using this proposals are classified 

 

3. Clustering of research proposals according to similarities: text mining technique is used to cluster the proposals 

in each discipline once the classification is done according to domain. Five steps performed to cluster the 

proposals. Following figure 2 shows how exactly clustering process will takes place. 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Process Of Clustering 

 

4. Balancing of research proposals and regrouping:  if the each cluster contains more than 20 proposals in its single 

group then that can be divided into smaller groups. This is called balancing of proposals and regrouping. 

 

5. Ranking the proposals: the number of times tokens has been appeared in document will gives the frequency of 

text. Inverse document frequency text can be a ratio of number of documents to the frequency. So finally we can 

get the feature vector value can be calculated   

V. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper research projects are clustered into specific area using ontology of different areas. So following are the 

modules of approach from new paper collections to classify as per area. 
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Module 1:   In the first module users have to submit proposals. In this project, five proposals at a time can be submitted. 

Proposals along with their abstract will be sent and those will be stored on ontology. 

 

Module 2:   By applying preprocessing step like data cleaning, we can remove all the stop words from proposals. Then 

obtained data will be cleaned data. 

 

Module 3:     The cleaned data words are called tokens which assigns with unique id. Number of times token has been 

repeated is called frequency computation.  

 

Module 4:  The ratio of number of documents to the frequency of text is called inverse document frequency text. And 

the product of inverse document frequency text and frequency of text will give the feature vector of proposals. This 

gives feature vector value based on this value, papers can be ranked in sorted fashion. 

 

Classification is the main steps involved are 

 

1. Document preprocessing  

2. Feature extraction/selection 

3. Model selection  

4. Training and testing the classifier 

 

Pre-processing: Data pre-processing reduces the size of the input text documents significantly. It involves the 

boundary like sentence boundary, natural language stop words elimination and stemming. Stop words are functional 

words which occur frequently in language of text so that they are not useful for classification. 

 

Feature extraction: The linked list which contains the pre-processed data is use for collecting feature of that document. 

This is done by comparing the linked list with keywords of ontology of different area. So the refined vector will act as 

feature vector for that proposal. 

 

Model selection: Now, the way by which that paper is categorized into research area is clustering of proposal. This is 

done by many approaches but this paper use the k-means algorithm for it. Here created ontology is used for training the 

network. Here created ontology and feature vector both so it will train then specify the corresponding research area. 

 

Training and Testing: Here created research projects feature vector are transfer in the form of input as the training data 

to network for training. And this trained network is test with different proposal’s feature vector so one can obtain 

belonging class of proposal. 

  

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Following section will discuss about the overall result of this paper. Any government and private funding agency will 

call for proposals. Then users can submit their research proposals and applying pre-processing steps like data cleaning, 

all the stop words will be removed. Each tokens have their own unique id, then calculate number of times token has 

appeared which gives frequency. By using appropriate formula we can calculate idft and feature vector. Based on the 

feature vector value proposals can be ranked. 
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Fig 3: Result Analysis 

 

In the above screen shot few of feature vector value is zero, it means that few of tokens are unique, not repeated in any 

of the proposals leads the frequency value to 1. Hence idft is log of n to f where n is number of documents and f is 

frequency then multiply idft value with frequency will give the feature vector value. So like this, the proposal whose 

feature vector value is highest that will come at top of list. Like this we can rank the papers.  

VII. CONCLUSION  

This paper has presented the ontology in text mining for grouping of proposals. Research ontology is constructed to 

categorize the concepts in different discipline area. And also form a relationship among them. The text mining 

technique provides different methods like classification, clustering etc. for extracting important information from 

unstructured text document. Feature vector value will be calculated based on number of times token has been repeated 

in proposals with product of inverse document frequency text value. Finally proposals are ranked based on the feature 

vector value. Highest feature vector valued proposal will appear at top this can give effective research proposal. 
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